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LED2 A58AB Mini Lightbar

1. Summary 
This LED2-A58AB Mini Lightbar adopts double-layer aluminum alloy boards structure and sector design, 
which has distinct outline stronger percussion-resistant capability, and is not easy to lose color and get 
aged. Moreover, the caution light has good sealing and water-proof. A lot of LED lights are distributed as a 
ring and use high power LED lights let it give out strong flash from each direction. And it has advantage 
with high brightness and low power waste. Even in extremely complicated, circumstances, it can transmit 
emergency signal correctly. The controller of the light bar can choose several modes to flash the light.  
2.Features

  12 foot cord with cigarette adapter 
  Steadfast magnetic mount 
  Includes 3 button control box 
  8 LED modules with alternating flash pattern 
  Color: Red,Blue,Amber,White and Green LED module 
  Steady alley lights, each side with separate control 

3. Specifiation 
Model LED2-A58AB Warnign Mini Light bar
Voltage DC12V/DC24V 

Environment -40 ~ +50 

Waste currant: 2A

Light Sources LEDS 

Top of the light bar Aluminum alloy 

Material of lens PC 

Color Red/Blue/Amber/Clear/Green 

N.W/G.W 7.5KGS/9KGS 

4.Packing Information
Packing Size 680mmx350mmx225mm 

Qty/CTN 1PCS 

3..Installation of the warning light bar  
3.1.adsorb the light bar on the back bodywork. After installed, the two main electrical wires inset the 
capacitor (red to +, black to -), and the cores plug inset the back of the controller. Then working.  
3.2 After checking, insetting the electrical switch, turn on the switch that on the controller, then 
beginning to work.  
3.3.Note The light has no work, please check the main fuse.  
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